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Although Primos is well known as the manufacturer
and supplier of game calls it also offers numerous other
hunting accessories. T.J. Williams, Primos Marketing Manager
is shown at right with a Primos Bow Sling designed to pro-
tect compound cams, cables and strings while making trans-
porting the bow to the hunting site more convenient. When
the Bow Sling is paired with the Bowhunters Vest they com-
bine to give the bowhunter a way to keep all of his hunting
gear organized and ready to go at a moment’s notice. Both
are available in 2006 in Mossy Oak Brush and Real Tree
Hardwoods camouflage. Also new for 2006 is the unique
honeycomb vented Arm Guard. The large arm guard will
keep bulky sleeves out of the way and it features quick snap
elastic straps. Primos can be reached at (800) 523-2395.

Standing next to the large mock-up of the new Muzzy
Products MX-4 broadhead is Brian Cole, Muzzy’s Media
Specialist. The MX-4 is a 100 grain short profile fixed bladed
broadhead with a 1 1/8 inch cutting diameter. The blades for
the MX-4 are of a special design and are .005 of an inch thicker
than the standard Muzzy broadhead blades. The popular
Phantom line of broadheads has been expanded to include
two new stainless steel models.The four blade model weighs in
at 220 grains while the two blade version is 200 grains.

Getting a redesign for 2006 is the Zero Effect arrow rest
which is now available in the Original Design and the Next
Generation model. Models are now available for the new paral-

lel limb bows as well as for use with Matthews roller guard
bows and Hoyt risers. Muzzy continues to show a strong
presence in bowfishing with many items from which the
dealer can choose to take advantage of this growing market.
Contact Muzzy at (770) 387-9300.

Specialty Archery LLC is offering a new $40 dealer aid to
help farsighted customers choose which Verifier lens they
should buy for their peep to sharpen the view of their pins.
The bow hand holds a simple grip with a sight pin, the other
has a grip with a rotating mount that holds each of the Verifier
lenses. That makes it easy for the customer to see which lens
will do the best job of sharpening the pins against a game
animal or 3-D Target. Above right, Specialty’s Joe Bonema also
participated in the ARRO Hot Show which preceded the ATA
show. Here Bonema explains features of the new Back Drop
Arrow Rest to Connie Meier of Bison Archery Service, Buffalo,

New York. The fall-away rest utilizes a quiet-drawing Teflon
roller and because you can adjust how far the arrow travels
across the rest before it drops away, Specialty Archery says it
is extremely accurate.

Don Chipman of Specialty Archery has also developed a
video that demonstrates the best way to tie in the firm’s inno-
vative hooded peep sights so there is no danger of the string
fibers being abraded against the hood.

Reach the Iowa firm at (641) 424-5762.
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Jarrod Scott, the production manager for T.R.U. Ball
Release Products, holds one of the pudding packets the firm
is using in a “proof is in the pudding” advertising campaign.
Members of the 2005 T.R.U. Ball Pro Team captured 27 of 33
first place finishes among the men’s, women’s and senior pro
divisions of the ASA and IBO Triple Crown. Here’s another

revealing figure contained in the display: In the past decade
the firm has paid $736,800 to shooters using its products.
“That’s actual dollars,” Scott said. “If we included the value of
the products we’ve provided shooters, I’m sure it would be
over a million dollars.”

Check out the company’s 2006 line of winning releases in
the catalog included with this issue, or give T.R.U. Ball a call at
(434) 929-2800.

39Circle 99 on Response Card

Phyllis Shilling, Vice President of Marketing for Buck
Stop, is shown holding two items that Buck Stop is planning
to offer in a package deal. Teaming up with Primos, Buck
Stop will be offering The Original Can doe call from Primos
and a bottle of Buck Stop’s Mate Triks. Separately these
items would retail for approximately 20 dollars but as a
package the suggested selling price will be 15 dollars. As a
result the dealer should see increased sales.

Another hot item from Buck Stop is the Scrape Beads
Enhancer which comes in one quart sizes. Made up of one
half doe estrus and one half buck urine in bead form the
user only has to shake it up and pour the contents on the
ground to make an effective mock scrape. It is simple, easy
to use and promises to be a good seller.

Buck Stop also has new for 2006 anti-bacterial body
and hair lotions containing an effective bacteria killer and
odor eliminator. For information on Buck Stop products call
(800) 477-2368.
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Well known for quality targets American Whitetail Inc.
announced it is the exclusive distributor for the new Air Rest.
Air Rest is advertised to be the first and only touch-less arrow
rest. Utilizing Magnetic Levitation Technology the arrow
seems to float on air inside the rest.That caught the attention
of many people who hadn’t planned to stop at the booth,
including (below) Miragewear’s Paul Takken and Danielle
Poulson. An insert containing a small earth magnet is insert-
ed into the arrow shaft.The Air Rest contains a strong magnet
of the opposite pole so when the arrow is drawn the magnets

oppose each other
and the arrow is
suspended dead
center in the rest.
At present inserts
are available for

most carbon arrows and the popular size aluminum shafts.
They are sold in packs of six and six also come in a set when
you purchase the rest. The manufacturer plans to continue to
expand the arrow insert sizes available.

Andy Minica, whose brother Stuart invented the rest, said
dealers should start by setting the rest up for centershot and
may also want to powder test to make sure there is no contact
between fletching and rest.

On the target side, Al Rinehart said American Whitetail
has a new Compound King crossbow target that uses a dense
core to stop short bolts shot into it from either side. Horton is
selling the same target as the Double Stop. Below, Rinehart
shows Mark Hall and Richard Johnson (right) of Hall’s Arrow,
Manchester, Connecticut the new target during the ARRO Hot
Show. Contact American Whitetail for information on the line
of targets or the Air Rest at (888) 233-1976.

PHOTO LEFT: Hugh Trussel, President of Blue Sky Archery
is also the designer of Blue Sky’s BowSlingBlind. The
BowSlingBlind offers the hunter a way to easily carry and pro-
tect his equipment to and from his hunting site. The
BowSlingBlind has a carrying handle and a padded shoulder
strap. The shoulder strap allows the hunter to personalize his
system with the addition of Buddy Loc components. Two out-
side pockets give plenty of room for release, face mask, range
finders etc. A large internal pocket can hold the optional blind
or extra clothes for weather changes.The case accommodates
a bow with sight, stabilizer and quiver. For more information
contact Blue Sky Archery at (866) 363-7100.

Jack Peterson retired
from the rep business
January 1, after 23 years, but
he and wife Sue may keep
helping Winn Archery
Equipment display the
release line at major shows.
The Michigan firm’s best seller is the C10, because it combines
the famous Free Flight glove with a short head so hunter’s
lose minimal draw length. Call (269) 637-2658 for more info.
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Sales Administrator Scott Turriff was at the show repre-
senting TruCarbon from Natural Predator Outdoor
Products. Turriff said TruCarbon is an activated carbon pow-
der, a natural odor absorber, packed in a shaker bottle that is
designed to retail for $11.99. He said hunters could rub it on
their skin, stamp their boots it in and mix it with water so
they can treat their clothes with it. It doubles as skin camo.
Reach the Wisconsin firm toll-free at (800) 862-0524.

Edgefield Outdoors offers a line of 100 per-
cent synthetic scents and innovative scent dis-
pensing systems. Rano Harris holds his Wickster
scent dispenser, a compact dispenser packed full
of features. Easy to fill it is o-ringed sealed to pre-
vent leaks. Its wide wick pulls easily from the dispenser and
the length is controlled to deliver just the right amount of
scent for the situation at hand. As the canister is plastic there
is no danger of breakage if dropped. The Wickster is com-
plete with a strip of reflective tape for easy retrieval in the
dark and has a built in cord for attachment to any conve-
nient limb or bush.

Edgefield also offers the ScentLeaf, an ultra compact
and economical way to dispense scents. For more informa-
tion on Edgefield’s scents and scent dispensers contact the
firm at (251) 621-9383.

Circle 67 on Response Card

Greatree is a distributor of a complete line of recreational and com-
petition traditional bows manufactured in South Korea. Greatree is a one
stop shopping center for traditional bow and accessories for youth, entry
level or high end competition.The line of accessories includes quivers, sta-
bilizers, targets, arrow rest and sights. Greatree distributes worldwide and
is experiencing substantial growth in U.S. markets. Representing Greatree
at the 2006 ATA Show were Brian Koh, Greatree Associate, Jim Park,
President and Skip Thompson Vice President. More information on
Greatree can be obtained by calling (860) 643-7344.
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Weber’s Wilderness Dreams is a lingerie and swim
wear line from Weber’s Camo Leather Goods. Here Craig
Zwilling of Weber’s shows Mary Marchant some new
designs. Marchant is wearing one of the firm’s jackets and
resells the items to consumers through her own Just
Camo internet-based business. Catalogs for the main or
“dreams” lines are available by calling the Alexandria,
Minnesota based firm at (320) 762-2816.

Rob Kaufhold, who is
head of Lancaster
Archery Supply, holds
the latest model of the
popular Shibuya target
sight. Lancaster Archery
Supply is the sole
importer for Shibuya USA,
a manufacturer of high
quality target sights and
accessories made in
Japan. For 2006 Shibuya
has introduced a target
sight with an aluminum
extension and also is offering a short sight head designed for the
3-D shooter. By increasing production and introducing their new
models Shibuya was able to lower their pricing making this high
quality sight a real bargain.

Lancaster Archery Supply is a world-wide distributor of hunt-
ing, 3-D and target archery equipment. Kaufhold was proud to
announce that Lancaster Archery was number one in world wide
sales for both Mathews and Hoyt in 2005. Contact Lancaster
Archery Supply at (717) 394-7229.

Magic Stop Targets Inc. has added to its line of bag
and layered foam targets two new items for 2006. James
Daugherty, President, introduced the E-Z Hunter, a lay-
ered foam target that is 20 inches square and 12 inches
deep and was designed with the hunter in mind. The EZ-
Hunter is portable and easy to store making it perfect for
the backyard or hunting camp. The MS Elite bag target
can be used as a stand alone or hung by the built in
straps. The MS Elite is a two finger pull target with five
dots on the face and vitals on the back. Contact Magic
Stop Targets at (800) 338-5598.

Tr a i l T i m e r ’s
newest model is
the EZ-Cam Digital.
Dean Reidt holds
the heart of it, a 3
Mega Pixel camera
made to the
Minnesota firm’s
specifications. The
camera is pre-pro-
grammed to give
the best photos
under hunting con-
ditions, and its
computer is linked
to the powerful
external flash to tell the unit how much light is needed for good
exposure. Four alkaline D cells power the system and if  the SD
memory card fills up, a 500-event timer continues to record activ-
ity. The suggested retail price for this USA-assembled scouting
camera is $299. Reach TrailTimer at (651) 738-0925.

PHOTO RIGHT: William “Doinker Bill “Leven of Leven
Industries has a new, more affordable hunting model in the
Doinker line for 2006. The Woodsman Hunter incorporates
the Doinker 360 degree active stabilization technology in a
unit that has a solid base, a flexible center and weighted end.
The 8 ounce unit is just 5 inches long and the rubbery-feel
and molded in camo should appeal to hunters. So will the
price. The Woodsman Hunter is designed to retail for $30.95,
compared to the $67.95 you’d ask for the 5 Inch Fatty Carbon
Hunter. Reach Leven Industries in California by calling (818)
700-2899.
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While Pape’s
Archery had an
impressive booth
again at this year’s
ATA Show, the pres-
ident and key buy-
ers for the large
archery and black
powder distributor
spent most of the
three days on the move, so they could make contact with
existing vendors and line up new ones. In the photo above,
(left to right) Malcolm Snyder, Fred Pape and Rick Bagley are
checking out samples of different food plot products from
the BioLogic brand.Reach Pape’s Archery in Kentucky at
(502) 955-8118, while Biologic is at (662) 494-8859.

The Zebra
String Division of
Mathews, Inc. has
upgraded the Zebra
bowstrings that
were standard on
Mathews models
until the pre-
stretched Barracuda
strings came on the
market in 2005.
Bryan Davis, the
floor supervisor in
that super-secret
portion of the main
Mathews assembly
plant, oversees
employees and
machines that now
pre-twist the strings
before the servings
are applied. That
tightens up the bundles of string fiber filaments so the serving
stays tighter and is even less likely to shift than on the original
Zebra strings. For comparison purposes, the new Zebra Hybrid
one-cam strings carry a suggested retail price of $42.95, while
a prestretched Barracuda string for the same bow would go at
$61.95. Reach the string supplier at (608) 269-1235.

Craig Hahn, the
Muck Boots Program
Director and Rob
Evans (left) take some
time to talk “boots”.
Muck Boots, well
known for their quali-
ty line of waterproof
boots and shoes have
introduced a new line
of leather hunting
boots. The Whitetail is well suited for cold weather hunting
and is offered with 400 or 800 hundred grams of insulation.
The Longspur is a lightweight boot designed for spring or
fall hunting. The Uplander, classified as a “bird boot” is best
suited for higher activity levels. Rounding out the line is the
Hiker Classic, a low cut all around hiker. All the boots feature
a Swiss tongue which results in a more comfortable fitting
boot.The built in Hydroguard wraps the foot in a waterproof
liner ensuring dry feet regardless of the conditions. Contact
the Muck Boot Company at (402) 731-1662.

David Pitman, President of PMI Cover Systems is now
offering dealers a kiosk that tells the PMI story and provides
a convenient way to display the system. The Cover System,
used to camo the hunter in a tree stands and on the ground

is popular with hunters but has
been difficult to display in the
past. PMI Cover Systems came
to the rescue with this new
kiosk. The kiosk only takes up
20 inches by 33 inches of floor
space. For a cost of $499 the
dealer gets the kiosk and $920,
(retail cost), of Cover System
product. The package gives the
dealer the right inventory mix
and can be refilled. The Kiosk
comes complete with a poster
telling the Cover System story.
Contact PMI Cover Systems at
(888) 419-6706.
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At right, Mel Brown,
President of Extreme
Dimension Wildlife
Calls, holds one of his
mini Phantom digital
calls. Extreme Dimension
offers a complete line of
small compact electronic
calls suitable for hunting
any game. The new mini
Phantom offers excep-
tional convenience with
its interchangeable
Sound Sticks. Change
sticks and you are ready
to hunt deer, turkey or
predators. The mini
Phantom is about the
size of a flashlight and is
very easy to operate. To learn more about Extreme Dimension Wildlife
Calls contact the manufacturer at (207) 862-2825.

High Point’s Rick Leasure (left) shows Robbie
Sifford of Solo Archery & Guns how the company’s
bow holder, like its gun holder and crossbow hold-
er, can be adjusted to any of 72 angles by loosening
the knob. High Point sells the holders with bases to
fit the square tubing that is standard on most tree-
stands. To adapt them to round tubing, buy one of
the soft round Santoprene sleeves that fits inside
and will grip tight as you tighten the clamp. All the
molded parts are now made at the Pennsylvania
plant, the same place the designs are drawn and the
tooling is made. Reach High Point at (866) 674-6480.

Mrs. Doe Pee’s Sam Collora (left) talks with
Escalade Sport’s Scott Thomas near a stack of the
new HP Deer Feed being marketed by the Iowa
scent supplier. If you’re in an area where feeding is
banned, your customers can mimic a food source
with new concentrated clover and alfalfa scents
from this producer of liquid and freeze-dried estrus
scents. Reach Mrs. Doe Pees at (319) 385-3875.

Tammy Harmon from Opti-Logic’s lab demonstrated rangefinders
for interested dealers. Opti-Logic offers rangefinders with a variety of
maximum effective ranges but of most interest to the bowhunter
would be its angle compensated mod-
els. The bow hunter in a tree can read
both the distance to the target from
his stand as well as the real distance
that the target is from the base of his
tree. It’s the horizontal distance that
will affect arrow drop. For more infor-
mation  call (931) 454-0897.

Nathan Pitcher, Customer
Service Manager for Black Gold
holds the FlashPoint, a new sight
for 2006.While the technology of
fiber optics allowed sight pins to
get brighter and brighter the
question arose, “Can a sight pin
be too bright?”The answer is yes
and the FlashPoint may be the
solution. A PhotoChromatic shell
covers the fiber optics and sens-
es the amount of available light
and darkens or lightens to adjust
the intensity of the sight pins
automatically. For information
on Black Gold’s complete prod-
uct line including Trap Door rests
call (406) 586-1117.
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At left, Jessica Krenski of Toxonics Manufacturing shows Stacy Vanzandt,
who runs a pro shop in Blue Ridge, Georgia, the new line of Metal Optics sights.
Toxonics has discarded the conventional round metal pin support and
exposed  fiber optic loop in favor of a metal half- moon shaped pin that is far
stronger and that protects the fiber in a groove along the edge. Founder Roger
Slates, whose hand is holding old and new pin
styles, said Toxonics had experimented with a
molded plastic blade style pin five years ago, but
hunters would strip out the threads by over-tight-
ening them. The new, solid steel Metal Optics pin
required a big investment in equipment by the
Missouri manufacturer, but is already paying divi-
dends. President Scott Slates said orders written in
Atlanta were double what the business did last
year. Reach Toxonics at (636) 639-8502.

Peter Luccisano, President of
Northeast is the designer and manu-
facturer of the popular Therm-a-Seat.
Northeast is the only company that is
fully dedicated to seats for the out-
doorsman.The X-treme Therm-a- Seat is
a bigger and firmer seat that is new for
2006.The X-treme comes in a double or
triple deck designed to give the hunter
two different choices of support. It
comes with a Quick-Snap detachable
carrying belt and is available in large
and big boy sizes. Also available is a
folding seat model complete with back-
rest that is ideal when hunting out of a
treestand.

Northeast makes a complete line of
seats and hunting accessories that
make any day outdoors more comfort-
able. For more information on
Northeast products call (978) 683-5434.

Eastman Outdoors was handing out big slabs of jerky to encourage retailers
to check out its food processing line, and the ploy worked with John Stone and
Wilma Stone of The Archery Hut, Lebanon, Oregon. They’re standing with company
president Rob Eastman (center). Eastman said the meat cutting kits, grinders, dehy-
drators, slow cookers and seasonings can turn what was a chore for the hunter into
a fun new hobby. For dealers, the best part is these products sell strong in the
fourth quarter and first quarter. Reach Eastman Outdoors at (800) 241-4833.
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New from Carter Enterprises this year is the Ember release.“It’s called the
Ember because you don’t know how hot it is until you hold it in your hand,”
smiled Forrest Carter.The Ember comes in two models, the Ember 1 and Ember
2. Both feature a handle design that is 1/2 inch shorter allowing the shooter to
increase their draw length by 1/2 inch for a longer draw and more speed. The
modular designed handle allows each release to be shot as a two-finger thumb
trigger, as a three finger thumb trigger, as a four finger thumb trigger and as a
reversible ring finger trigger release. Both models of the Ember offer inter-
changeable tension springs that can be easily changed by the shooter to fit his
particular needs. The Ember 2 features a reverse pivoting hook which when
shot as a thumb trigger release ensures the bowstring has no contact with the
archers face. This is an important feature for those shooters with beards or
when wearing face masks. For more information call (208) 624-3467.

Aftershock Archery is so proud of its heads it developed a unique display
built on this BowTech Allegiance. Pro Staff Shooter Ryan Harris (left) prefers to
shoot the Tremor 125. At 2 inches wide, “It gives a nice cut plus I like the pene-
tration you get with a 125 grain head.” Steve Kehres has his hunting arrows fly-
ing at 280 fps, and tips his broadheads with the Hypershock 100.

All Aftershock heads have curved, scimitar-like  blades that open after pen-
etrating the hide, to preserve energy for the trip though and out the other side.
For 2006 the firm has added a Tremor 100 for customers shooting lower pounds
or those wanting to take longer shots. President Bryan Wohlfeil explained the
actuating claws on the  Tremor 125 and on the 1.375 inch wide Tremor 100 are
sharpened, to delay the opening of the main blades until the head has driven
further into the vitals. Reach the Michigan firm at (248) 363-6622.

At right,Vickie Gardner,Vice President of Marketing, holds
an armful of new binoculars being offered by Alpen Optics.
Their new digital binocular series has built in compass, digital
clock and temperature display all accessible with the touch of
a button.The new Apex series of binoculars has twist lock eye
cups that lock in place. This feature is very popular with 3-D
shooters who often wear their binoculars on their hips and
find that their eyepieces are constantly being moved as they
move from target to target.

Also new
for 2006 is the
new high end
Rainier binocu-
lar series.The Rainier series is said by Alpen to be comparable
to any high end European optics at a substantially reduced
cost. Alpen Optics offers high quality optics in binoculars,
spotting scopes and rifle scopes. For more information con-
tact Alpen at (877) 987-8370.
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Ten Point Crossbow Technologies has intro-
duced a new 6 Point line being shown here by Randy
Wood, Sales Manager. The 6 Point Slider and Pro Slider
are crossbows that can be altered to fit nearly any
shooter regardless of size, weight, sex or physical abili-
ty. The 6 Point series can be adjusted to three different
power stroke configurations labeled short, medium
and long.The result is a crossbow that changes in draw
weight, arrow speed and physical balance point with
each setting. This feature will allow the dealer to make
changes that will give each customer a custom fit for
his needs and intended use.

Also new this year is Ten Point’s Pro Fusion model.
The Pro Fusion has a molded combination stock and
barrel made from Verton, a durable lightweight polymer  material that is struc-
turally sound and dimensionally precise which will produce exceptional arrow
flight with minimal friction. For information on Ten Point’s complete line of
crossbows and crossbow accessories call (330) 628-9245.

47Circle 36 on Response Card

Bob Miles, a veteran sales representative for Martin Archery, holds the
Ryterra BulletX while General Manager Scott Landwehr (right) holds the
Triad, the second bow in the inaugural season for this premium bow line.

Miles said he figured the new brand had good prospects when it was
unveiled this past October during the annual sales meeting. What surprised
him, though, was he was actually writing more orders for Ryterra bows than
he was for the broad Martin Gold Series and Pro Series during the ATA Show.

On the road, Miles said he’s been keying in on some pro shops that carry
Hoyt and Mathews, because they’re used to selling at Ryterra price points and
the owners may like some options they can’t find in the other brands.You can
order the Bullet X with the single Vipro cam and the Triad with the single
DynaCam. However, customers who want the fastest option can get either
bow with twin Nitrous cams. Meanwhile serious tournament shooters may
want them set up with the NitrousX Cam, which provide a no-torque, shoot-
through rigging. Talk to your Martin Archery representative to see if you qual-
ify for the new line, or call the manufacturer at (509) 529-2554.

Introducing the FISH HAWK! The
World’s First Bow Engineered

Exclusively for Bowfishing
Enthusiasts brought to you by

the Bowfishing Innovator,
AMS Bowfishing!

Our new high strength
custom cam enables

high arrow speeds
with only partial

draws!
Learn more

about the
FISH HAWK

and all our other
Bowfishing Gear at

AMSBowfishing.com,
or call us today at

888-541-7657.
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Mad Dog Gear is celebrating the tenth anniversary and
shows no signs of slowing down. Jake Jackobs, Product
Manager for Mad Dog is shown with the newest product line,
the Archers Choice series designed by Ralph and Vicki
Cianciarulo,“America’s favorite bowhunting couple.”The medi-
um weight insulated jacket and eight pocket pants comes in a
wind resistant fleece. Styles and sizes are unisex making inven-
tory easy. For information on Mad Dog Gears complete out-
door line contact them at (800) 328-3208.

Randy Scott, Sales Representative for SKB is standing
beside one of SKB”S new case models for 2006. The model
4114 is a high end case specifically designed for the new
short parallel limbed bows. The case also features
redesigned arrow holders for improved arrow protection.

Also new is an entry level bow case called the Freedom.
The Freedom is also designed around the new short parallel
limbed bows.The Freedom features removable bow holders
inside the case that can be located as needed to suit any
specific bow design. For more information on SKB’s com-
plete line of bow, gun, fishing and travel cases contact the
firm at  (800) 654-5992.

48

Saunders developed the
Firing-Line as way for customers to
try releases, Clete Sempek told
ArrowTrade. The tough nylon shell
houses a compact block and tackle
hooked to a trouble-free piston.
Then it developed a heavier weight
model for archers who wanted a
way to keep their bow-drawing
muscles in shape without actually
shooting a bow. Now, it has a third
model, with a C-shaped handle

that holds the coated stain-
less steel cable taut.
Saunders is hoping the
NASP will adopt it as a
training aid for youngsters
shooting with fingers in
school archery programs.
Get more information by
calling (402) 564-7176.
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The StandBack and BowBat from
GamePlan Gear are designed for tree-
stand hunters who might be tired of
handling traditional packs in a tree, or
worried that their bulky shapes may
alert deer. Mike Arajakis holds the
BowBat, a good choice to carry your
bow and accessories while you’ve got a
treestand on your back. It and the
StandBack, which looks like a backpack
until you open it up, both are designed
to wrap around the tree to minimize the
profile and to maximize the ease with
which you can get at any needed acces-
sories. Leaning against the cushioned
backrest is quieter and more comfort-
able than leaning against the trunk,
Arajakis said, and it’s also warmer on
those cold days.

Dealers can reach GamePlan Gear
in Ohio at (740) 544-6611.

American Broadhead Company
expands the line this year with the addition
of the Sonic Pro 100, a 100grain head with a
1 inch diameter cut. In 2005 the 7/8 inch
diameter 100 grain Sonic was the company’s
best seller but the market research indicated
a demand for the new 1 inch model.

Shown here from the left are Derrick
Perkins, President, Jackie Bushman of
Buckmasters and Dave Ploucha, American’s
National Sales Manager. Bushman is holding
one of American’s fully functional large dis-
play model broadheads. These heads are
available to the dealer and they make a
great display and attention getter. For more
information  contact American Broadhead
Company at (810) 659-1464.

Easton Technical Products offered ATA show attendees
the opportunity to pick up autographed pictures of personali-
ties who represent the arrow builder. Here Ralph Cianciarulo
(at right) signs one for Tan Peng Loon, who had made the long
trip from Malaysia.

Circle 63 on Response Card
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TV program host Brenda Valentine, known as “The
First Lady of Hunting,” posed for a photo from an admir-
er in the Parker Compound Bow booth. Valentine has
been shooting the Phoenix 32 but expects to shoot the
twin-cam version of the new Hornet, a 30 inch bow with
a longer riser whose limbs come parallel at full draw.
Valentine said dealers and bowhunters appreciate the
personal service they get from Parker.“When you call, you
get a person, not an answering system. They’re a big
company that still believes in small company values.”
Check out Parker bows by calling (540) 337-5426.

Arizona Archery Enterprises Vice President, Dan Fisher, left,
and Dick Tone are excited about the Center Point Speed Rest from
the newly acquired Cavalier line. AAE is the manufacturer of AAE
Elite Plastifletch, AAE Speed Flyte Vanes and associated arrow
building components, cleaners, adhesives, fletching jigs and arrow
straightener’s.Tone told ArrowTrade one reason he decided to sell
Cavalier to AAE was the that firm has the resources and the man-

ufacturing capability to bring more new
products like this one to market. Call
Arizona Archery Equipment, (928) 772-
9887.

Trophy Taker’s Colette Turner
showed us the new Shakey Hunter
Pronghorn rest. That rest is just as deep
as the popular Shakey Hunter shown
below, but the horns are about half as
wide. Turner said some dealers were
having to trim the inside prong of the
Shakey Hunter so it could drop com-
pletely out of the way on some risers.
President Dan Evans designed the
Pronghorn model to fit between The
Original Fall Away and the Shakey
Hunter. It will come with a molded
arrow guide in the standard SL version,
as a Slide Adjust or as a Micro Adjust.
Reach Trophy Taker at (406) 826-0600.

Circle 16 on Response Card
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Cross Creek Trading Company’s Larry Surber came all
the way from Chinook, Montana to display at the ATA Show in
Atlanta. The firm makes what hunters need to pack deer and
elk out of remote locations. The lightweight hoists have 100 ‘ of
braided rope and come with stainless steel pulleys and brack-
ets in a 9 to 1 model for elk, which will lift 950 pounds, and a 4
to 1 model for deer. Deer and elk gambrels shown below the
hoists adjust for spread. The small camo pack the owner has  a
Quik Packer, a take-down pack frame that weighs just 2 1/2
pounds. High quality, reusable game bags come sized from
17x28 inches for boned-out meat all the way up to 45x120
inches to cover a hanging elk carcass. Everything is made in
Montana. Reach Larry or Chad Surber at (800) 488-5075.

Mothwing Camo Technologies is a licensing company
that produces camo patterns on cloth fabrics, vinyl and film.
Mothwing utilizes the natural moth patterns and blends
them with their natural surroundings to produce camou-
flage that “dates from the dawn of creation.”

Mothwing patterns are not only natural and effective
camouflage but they are fascinating as well. This group of
show goers found themselves unexplainably attracted to
this ATV with Mothwing camouflage. For more information
contact Mothwing Camo Technologies at (423) 569-6363.

Nate Case, President of Hi-Tek Sports Products holds a
variety of his products many of which offer dealers an excel-
lent opportunity to compete against the big box stores. Hi-
Tek Sports Products offer components that allow the dealer
to make custom stabilizers of any length, size or design.
Using either carbon shafts or short scraps of carbon shafts
the dealer can provide his customers a customized stabilizer
service. Because big box stores do not have the expertise to
perform this service it is a natural niche for the pro shop.
For more information on what Hi-Tek Sports Products
has to offer contact the firm at (315) 788-0107.

Call your Dealer and ask for Maple Leaf Press Targets!

1215 Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
Phone 616-846-8844 • Fax 616-846-6408

Official 
Targets 

at Unofficial 
Prices
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GSM is the distributor of a wide variety
of hunting, lighting and shooting acces-
sories. Hot items in their line include clip on
flashlights and trail cameras such as the
Wildview digital scouting camera and the
Stealth Cam film and digital models. More
and more hunters are relying on scouting
cameras and as prices come down and units
with more features are coming on the mar-
ket they present an excellent sales opportu-
nity for retailers. For information on GSM’s
complete line of hunting accessories con-
tact them at (760) 450-1006.

While many attendees at the 2006 and past ATA
Shows have seen Jerry Gentellalli of Rancho Safari
few know what he really looks like.Jerry was on hand
again wearing his trademark Ghillie Suit, effectively
hiding his identity.On display were the complete line
of Shaggie Ghillie suits and 3-D Cover Systems. With
all the camouflage available to today’s hunters the
Ghillie Suit may have no equal when it comes to
blending in and truly becoming a part of the back-
ground.

Well suited for the bowhunter a second strong
market is developing with the increased interest in
predator hunting. This combination is reflected in
increasing sales of Ghillie Suits across the country.

One problem often experienced by the hunter is
that the Ghillie Suit is so effective they often allow
the animal to get so close it makes drawing the bow
difficult. To solve this problem Rancho
Safari has developed Ghillie Shields a two
dimensional blind with portholes. The
Shield allows the hunter to move behind
the blind to take the shot without being
detected. These shield sections clip togeth-
er to form any size or shape blind required
and are easy to transport. For information
on the camouflage systems and the popu-
lar Catquiver contact Rancho Safari at (760)
789-2094.

Now a division of the fabric producer Dan River, No Trace is being marketed
as an alternative to scent absorbing carbon clothing. Dewey Knight (left), Rick
Greminger and Phillip Wright (right) told ArrowTrade No Trace is made by treating
fabric with the same chemical that’s found in Fabreeze odor repellent spray. The
molecules bond particularly well to cotton, then grab and lock onto odors coming
from the skin. Wash the garment in any scent-free laundry soap to remove the
odors. No Trace makes a lightweight Indian Summer line and also makes Arctic
Extreme insulated wear, with both liner and shell sewn from No Trace fabric. The
firm is looking for other hunting garment producers who want to use the No Trace
approach. Dealers can reach the Virginia firm at (866) 753-4868.

Circle 31 on Response Card
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Steve Graf watches as sales rep Chris Clark demonstrates
how much quieter a bow riser is when you equip it with a Lore
Stabilizer. For 2006, the slings sent with stabilizers mount on
the Lore itself, instead of between it and the riser, for more
dampening power. Graf and Carolina Archery Product’s co-
founder, Ike Branthwaite, have also been busy refining the
Foxfire sights introduced last year. Both the single pin Foxfire
SP and the three-pin Foxfire TP now also come in left-hand
versions. (One way the company achieved the light weight
everyone liked was to eliminate the fasteners and brackets
that would have made the sights reversible.) 

The sight pin guards are now being tapped to accept an
optional Foxfire Sight Light or you can order the light with the
Foxfire TP Deluxe. Your customer can screw it at the 12 o'clock
position to mainly light the close-range pin, or put it in at an
angle to illuminate all three pins on the Foxfire TP. The large
knurled cap over the light makes it easy to turn on and off
even with gloves on. Reach the North Carolina firm at (919)
245-1400.

Tim’s Archery, a supplier of high
quality Goat Tuff adhesives for the
archery industry, has introduced for
2006 a new line of High Performance
Adhesives. While a year ago their adhe-
sives would handle 95 percent of all
substrates on the market the new line
of Hi Performance Adhesives will han-
dle up to 99 percent of the materials
available today.

Also new is a Removable Thread
Locker for those applications such as
sight screws and other mounting hard-
ware that need to be held tight but can
still be removed if necessary. Jerry
Smith, left and Tim Sizemore, owner of
Tim’s Archery, were on hand to inform
dealers about all their popular prod-
ucts. To learn more about Goat Tuff
brand products from Tim’s Archery, call
(970) 245-9666.

Tim Hunt holds
an arrow equipped
with IllumAnight, a
capsule that goes
behind the broad-
head to eject a bright
dye into the wound.
The exhibitor hopes
to find a market
among the many
bowhunters who
have difficulty seeing
blood on leaves. The
dye glows under
light from a flash-
light. Reach the Alabama inventor at (256) 825-4277
or by email at Tim@T&P.com
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Any dealer that missed the hot selling S-Coil stabilizer from Sims Limbsaver
last year won’t want to make that mistake this year with the new Mini S-Coil. Last
year Sims sold 168,000 S-Coil’s, an economical and highly effective bow stabilizer.
That trend is expected to continue with the introduction of the Mini S-Coil and the
X-Press stabilizer, an upscale S-Coil. Also new this year is a Stabilizer Enhancer and
an improved Cable Slide.

To make it easier for the dealer to sell multiple items at once Sims is providing
the Hunters Pack which contains an S-
Coil, a set of String Leeches and a pair of
Limb Savers. The dealer now has the
opportunity to sell three items at once
reducing his selling time while increasing
his bottom line.

Discussing the advantage of the new
Mini S-Coil were from the left Kathy
Caudle, Steve Sims and Jackie Caudle. For
complete information on Sims
Limbsavers call (877) 257-2761.

Wasp was
showing deal-
ers a new cut-
o n - c o n t a c t
Sharp Shooter.
The 1 inch cut,
100 grain 4
blade broad-
head has a .040 inch thick main blade
and .027 inch bleeder blades which
align at right angles in a hardened
stainless steel blade support cone. The
Sharp Shooter comes in this eye-catch-
ing new blister pack. Reach the
Connecticut firm at (860) 283-0246.

There is an old say-
ing that goes,“If you can’t
run with the big dogs
you have to stay on the
porch.” Big Dog
Treestands is not stay-
ing on the porch, the
owners are off and run-
ning. A manufacturer of
high quality tree stands
and ladder stands Big
Dog displayed a line of
new products at the
show and Sportco’s John
Galida was on hand to
help sell the products.
For complete informa-
tion contact Big Dog at
(309) 387-2286.
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Paradox Products kept
bundles of sling material on
hand to help retailers quickly
identify which styles and col-
ors they wanted to order. Eric
Meyer (left) and Al Tilton (cen-
ter) of L&H Woods & Water,
Waretown, New Jersey, let
Darrell Schwartz sell them lots
of the ProSling Fleece slings.
They’ve found bowhunters
like to be able to add a cover
scent to their slings, and the
soft and silent fleece material
does a good job of absorbing
and slowly releasing the scent.

Charles Pella, president of Paradox,
said sales of the ProSling Fleece are head-
ing up. While they look soft, those slings
have a stiffening core so like all Paradox
models, they can be positioned so the
hand slips easily onto the grip.

The Missouri firm has had some ques-
tions about the grommet that helps stiff-
en the mounting area on its camouflage
leather BowSlings. It developed a special polymer backing so it could also sell these
Realtree and and Advantage models without the grommet. You can order them
either way when you call Paradox Products at (816) 635-3753.

55

Truglo is excited about Chuck Adams coming on board in 2006 and a hot item
which will be under the Chuck Adams Super Slam line is the Tru-Site Xtreme Micro-
Adjust Series sight. The sight is loaded with all the features found in any high end
sight and is now offered with new .019 diameter sight pins.

New for this year is the TruSite Ultra Xtreme Series sight. Offered in a three and
four pin model it is compact, light in weight with a newly designed pin guard and is
available with an optional light.

Truglo’s newly assembled sales team consists of from the left Mark Garcia,
Lorraine Hellinghausen and Danny Kerley. Contact Truglo at (972) 774-0300.
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Cougar Claw is an all-American
made climbing stand. Donnie Paul,
President of Cougar Claw, was on
hand to demonstrate the stands fea-
tures which include a folding foot rest
for added comfort on those long days
in the stand. New backpack straps can
be quickly adjusted for a perfect fit
once the stand is on your back and
they can be snugged up once the
stand is in place to prevent the straps
from flapping in the breeze. Three
models are available with the Bubba
being the largest, ideally suited for
the larger hunter or anyone that likes
more room. Contact Cougar Claw at
(251) 943-1901.

PHOTO BELOW: Bill Herrmann, President of Renegade Archery Co. explains
features of the line for 2006. New are custom strings and cables providing no twist
strings that won’t stretch and servings that won’t separate. Optional Soft Touch
grips are available on all models. These new grips are comfortable and warmer to
the touch making them perfect for hunting. Also available will be a new optional
string stop. New models are planned for a mid-year introduction and Renegade is
planning additional promotions, advertising programs and the sponsoring of
known shooters now that some ownership issues have been sorted out. Phone
(715) 568-2730, fax to (715) 568-2733 or reach Renegade by mail at its new plant,
8659 State Hwy. 64, Bloomer, WI 54724.
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Mike and Barbara Bennett of Bennett’s Archery, Wetumka, Alabama, ordered a
TechnoHunt system from Archery Interactive’s Steve VonStrohe (left) during the
ATA Show. Archery Interactive has recently upgraded the systems it sells with all
new hardware and software, including a shift to the more trouble-free Windows XP
operating system. Behind the scenes, its technicians have added 78 scenarios to its
already huge library of 800 existing shots, with another 100 scenarios in develop-
ment.

At right, graphics specialist Mark Hershey stands beside the new stand-alone
control center he helped design for the systems. It not only looks better, it works
better than the individual components it replaces. To learn how Archery Interactive
can improve your bottom line by building traffic and revenue, call (303) 531-4868.

Circle 177 on Response Card
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Bill Harris, National Sales Manager for Ben Pearson (in white) is shown help-
ing these dealers program their bow orders for the upcoming year. Heading up
the Pearson line and new for 2006 is the Stealth.The Stealth is a parallel limb bow
that has the greatest limb angle ever offered by Pearson. This new design, which
has proven to be very smooth and extremely quiet, is just what today’s hunter is
demanding. The Stealth design was developed based on consumer input
through Pearson’s “Build a Bow Contest”. In 2005 Pearson introduced the Pride,
the first bow design based on consumer input. “Consumers buy and use our
products so why not give them what they want? At Pearson we pride ourselves
on listening to our customer. That’s what the Build a Bow Contest is all about,”
said Roger Templeton, Director of Pearson’s Research and Design. Learn more
about Pearson’s bow line by contacting the firm at (800) 441-6734.

Noted wildlife photographer and outdoor writer Lon Lauber checks out one
of the new RX Digital Laser Rangefinders from Leupold.They’re packed with fea-
tures but the most important is the ability to read true ballistic range. Since grav-
ity only affects the arc of an arrow or bullet over horizontal distances, these units
are more accurate from treestands or anytime a hunter is shooting up or down a
slope. You can learn about more than a dozen other features offered by these
rangefinders when you talk to a Leupold sales representative at (503) 526-1477.

57
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Hi-Tech Archery’s Kent Perry said he got into the bow business three years
ago, after rotator cuff problems made it difficult to shoot a bow with a convention-
al grip. The angled grip of the bow he developed put the arm in what he feels is a
more natural position.“It’s much more comfortable to shoot and you can shoot this
bow with a heavy coat on and the string never touches.“The 45 degree angled grip
rides on gimbal bearings, and a rigid arm support rest on the forearm to prevent the
vertical pivot of the bow while drawing. Perry said you can grip the bow anyway you
want, but at the shot only the handle will move, the bow stays stable. The arrow
comes out at the center point of the bow, both vertically and horizontally.

The Utah firm has 4 models now, ranging in suggested retail price from $565 for
the Gyro-Tec Ultra-Lite to $829 for the new 32 inch Gyro-Tec Extreme that Perry was
demonstrating on the shooting lane. Reach the bow builder at (435) 638-7459.

Kwikee Kwiver’s General Manager Shirley Gelinas
had the help of her son, Nelson and his wife, Lindsay at
the 2006 trade show. Nelson’s bow was set up with the
Hi-Riser II which comes packaged as an accessory that
can raise Kwikee Kwivers to better fit the cluster of
arrows within the profile of the bow. Like the quivers
themselves, it comes black or in popular camo patterns.
Reach Kwikee Kwiver in Michigan at (231) 938-1690.

Wyandotte Leather’s Gerry and Karen Kaufman watch as Liu
“Lydia” Liu of Orange County Archery, Fountain Valley, California
flips through the company’s line of camo leather goods. The
Michigan firm uses a tough printed camouflage leather with a high
definition finish that is very durable.You can order back quivers, side
quivers, armguards and gloves in the Advantage or Mossy Oak pat-
terns. For a more subtle, shaded camouflage that looks as good on
the target range as it does in the woods, check out the Wyandotte
Camo line. The Wyandotte Traditional line uses brown or tan leather
and hand lacing. Find out more by calling (734) 282-3403.
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Ram Products continues to sell
a portable Ratchet-Loc bow press
and a Carbon QC Arrow Spine Tester.
Jerry Thompson was at the show
introducing a rugged new counter-top bow
vise. Machined from aluminum and steel,
it’s easy to tighten and won’t move until
you want it to. Below, Thompson was help-
ing to promote this new cable slide from
Parker Productions. Machined from virgin
Teflon, it’s drilled to accept cords from fall-
away rests and the cable slots are cut on a
radius to lower cable friction and wear.
Reach Parker Productions at (509) 336-1169
and Ram Products at (800) 882-1588.

Al Bruska and Curtis Erickson (right) watch as Mike Bradshaw tries out
the Big Squeeze Bow Press from C.W. Erickson’s Manufacturing. The
right side of the press slides to different widths, then you snap the straps
around the riser behind the limb bolts. Limbs rest on special high density
rollers you can position beyond the working area of the limb. “We’re not
stressing the bow any more than you would be shooting it,” Erickson told
ArrowTrade. “And because the roller moves no more than half an inch
along the limb, you’ll never run the cams into the roller.”

Once the bow is snug in the press, it take just two to three turns to
relax strings and cables. The strap that runs through the rollers produces
an action that draws the riser down slightly as the rollers pivot in, just
what’s needed to press a parallel limb bow. An internal brake in the winch
keeps it in place when you let go of the handle; there’s no pawl to engage
or disengage. Reach the bow press and bow rack builder at (800) 798-6785.

10 sizes, Choose solid colors, Trueflight
Barred or new Trueflight Bright Stripes

(Inquire at your distributor)

That’s not tinsel in a tree next to Fred Abbas
at the A-Way Hunting Products booth. It’s an
environmentally friendly spray string that comes
in a pressurized can.The string is easy to see and
easy to apply, even from up to 15 feet away. As it
gradually dries and the scent is released, the web
becomes brittle and falls to the ground, where
moisture can reactivate it. The synthetic scents
have an indefinite shelf life, and Abbas said they
gave very good results in field testing. There’s a
Sweet Apple, a Vanilla/Acorn, a doe estrus (She
Heat) and buck doe tarsal mix (Scrape Venom.)
Call A-Way Hunting Products at (989) 435-3879.
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Even with two editors covering the 2006 show
for ArrowTrade, we were able to visit less than half
the booths. One we did check out in the closing
hours of the show, at the insistence of an Ohio deal-
er friend, was the Sword Acu-Site booth. The family
owned business has been building sights for other
brands since 1995, and launched it’s own line of tar-
get and hunting sights last year. Roy Sword (left)
holds a Twilight Hunter and Channy Sword has an
Apex Micro, both with the third-plane adjustments
that let you true them to the riser for top accuracy at
different differences. “Our target sights have been a
big hit because we offer a .010 fiber,” Channy
remarked.

Fibers for the different sights are protected with-
in clear sleeves that run the length of the frame,
which gives good brightness without the bulk of a
wrapped fiber optics. The .010 fiber, a .019 and a .029 are all a new style that
Sword says it has an exclusive on for this industry: You can tie it in knots or

stretch it out without breaking the fiber!
That should mean less broken pins,fewer
unhappy customers. At right, Danny
Sword writes an order with two of his
satisfied customers, Bob and Carol
Morgan of Bowman Bob Archery,
Midwest,West Virginia.You can reach the
Kentucky sight builder at (606) 666-7612.

Bud Gardner (right), the brand manager for Gorilla
Treestands explained how the Michigan firm obtained the
rights to Ol’ Man patents, then improved on that popular
design for climbers. These stands have the popular sling seat
and GorillaGrip pivoting arms, with straps that tighten the
arms against the tree once you’re at hunting height. The

improved cables have bright molded ends that are easy to
see in low light, and they are automatically aligned as they fit
in the tubes. Tom Jacquin of DC Sporting Goods, Hermann,
Missouri said he liked the Ol’ Man design but it was a real pain
trying to twist the heavy cable to try and line it up to receive
the pin. There are four climbers in the Greyback series. Reach
Gorilla Treestands at (877) 685-7817.

Above right, you’ll find a wide selection of blinds at a
related manufacturer, Eastman Outfitters, with and without
the leafy Safari system that helps them blend better with
brush. Reach Eastman Outfitters at (810) 733-6360.
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Muzzy Products Corporation honored Judy Kovar, above, with the 2005 Tall
Man Award. The award recognizes someone standing tall to promote and protect
archery and bowhunting. Kovar is the granddaughter of a Northern Cheyenne med-
icine man who visits schools with a program teaching how Native Americans
respected the environment and made full use of the animals they hunted. When
Muzzy’s Michele Musacchia-Eichler (left) made the presentation, Kovar turned the
tables and presented her with a stunning Native American bracelet that had been
ceremoniously blessed to the 4 winds. If you’d like to know more about Kovar’s work
or want to offer financial support, contact her through Muzzy at (770) 387-9300.

Mossy Oak’s Ben Macki shows Outdoor Writer Pat Meiten one of the new
Brush-patterned vests during a banquet the camouflage company and  the gar-
ment-maker  Mossy Oak Apparel hosted for writers during the show. If you’ve
got customers looking for an open country pattern, be aware that the Atlanta
firm is sewing Mossy Oak Brush in dozens of different styles, in everything from
a Treklite long sleeve shirt and convertible pant (with zip-off legs) for hot weath-
er, to a Drystalker 2 Scent-Stop Parka and Bibs. Macki, who recently switched
from the apparel firm to the marketing division of Haas Outdoors (Mossy Oak),
has been working on a relaunch of Bottomland, the brand’s original pattern.

Circle 120 on Response Card
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The team from Dead Down Wind included (left to
right) Tyler Mason, Mike Woolery, Monte McDowell and
Jason Falbo. The line is based on a biologically engineered
enzyme and among the products are (left to right on table)
a Scent Prevent Laundry Detergent, Body & Hair Soap, Body
Foam, Antiperspirant, Field Spray and Scent Prevent Mouth
Spray. McDowell said “We ferment an enzyme that eats the
oil on your skin that is required for odor causing bacteria to
develop.” Enzymes in the field spray help break odor mole-
cules down into odorless ones. McDowell emphasized best
results come from using multiple products--while the Field
Spray is the biggest seller it can’t overcome dirty clothes or a
smelly body. Reach the Missouri firm at (888) 486-8339.

Norway Industries, the Duravane producer,
was at the show with a compact new automatic
fletching machine called the Fletch-O-Matic. It’s less
than half the size and way less than half of the cost
of the floor model the Oregon firm has sold for
many years, which makes it a more reasonable
investment for pro shops. And it comes with five
sets of “fingers”so you can adjust it to fletch left heli-
cal, right helical, left or right offset or straight.

Dan and Barbara Grundman of Flex Fletch
stopped by to ask Robert Hubbard (right) how the
new machine would work with their vanes.Hubbard
built the machine with Dan Brewster and an electri-
cal consulting firm, B2 & Associates.

Below right, Jill Halliburton (in blue) shows
Carrie Hookstead of Hunt-N-Gear, Milton,
Wisconsin, new Predator
vanes that are just 2 inches
long but thanks to their
height and more rigid design,
do a good job of controlling
most broadheads.The compa-
ny also has new Savage vanes,
which are shaped like
Duravanes but are made from
a tougher material so they
perform better with biscuit
style rests. Reach Norway
Industries by calling (800)
778-4755.

Scott Whiteford (right) of Outdoor Pro Shops, Garland,
Texas, met Senior Pro Tom Crowe at the Precision Designed
Products booth. Crowe makes full use of the line of precision
points and variable weights. His 80 pound draw weight
requires him to load the front end of his heavy, stable arrow
with 165 1/2 grains to get down to the 280 fps ASA speed
limit. He likes to have all arrows in his quiver within .2 of a
grain, adjusting by variations in point weight. But with PDP
products, he has to have the owner send him points in unsort-
ed batches: the packaged ones PDF sells are already weight-
matched so closely they don’t work to smooth out variations
in other components! Reach PDP at (620) 331-0333.
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